**Technical Data**

**Basis:** water

**Physical condition:** granular liquid with high viscosity.

**Colour:** Orange - brown

**Neutral PH**

**Fireproof**

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE**

First flush out old cooling systems.
Open the heater valve (heating switched on).
Run engine until warm.
Shake bottle of MIRACLE SEAL well and pour into radiator.
Run engine for at least 5 minutes. Then top up the cooling fluid after the engine cools down.

MIRACLE SEAL is a water-based suspension of non-clogging particles, anti-corrosion and lubricating additives.

MIRACLE SEAL is developed to make fast emergency repairs to leaking radiators and cooling systems. In case of minor leaks, the repair can be permanent. The soft particles do not clog the radiator and do not influence the action of the mechanic parts of the cooling system. MIRACLE SEAL can be used in all types of radiators and is compatible with all types of water-based coolants. MIRACLE SEAL seals leaks in radiators (metal and plastic), small leaks and haircracks in head packings, motor blocks and water coils.

**Prevents Leaks & Seals**

Does not clog, Contains anti-corrosion and lubricating additives.

**Packaging**

Non Compressed Canister 250ml, sufficient for 25 litres of coolant.

---

All information, including illustrations, is believed to be reliable. Users however should independently evaluate the suitability of each product for their application. C-TEC makes no warranties of the accuracy of completeness of the information, and disclaims any liability regarding its use. C-TEC only obligations are those in the standard terms and conditions of sale of this product, and in no case will C-TEC be liable for any incidental, indirect or consequential damages arising from the sale, resale, use or misuse of this product. (20110922)